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Abstract 
The one-dimensional heat equation driven by a particular white noise 
term is studied. From initial. conditi~ns . with compact support, solutions 
retain this compact support and die out in finite time. The long term 
behavior oi solutions from certain initial conditions can be described by 
a system of wavefronts whose positions move approximately as Brownian 
motions and such that two wavefronts annihilate when they collide. · 
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1 Description of results 
We consider in this paper the equation 
u = (1/2)i:lu + lu(l - u)j 1/ 2w (1) 
where W is a space time white noise on (0, oo) x R. Solutions are processes 
(ut(z) : t ~ O, z E R), jointly continuous in (t, z), which satisfy a weak form 
of (1) (see Walsh (11]). Throughout and without further comment we consider 
only solutions for which ut(z) E (0, 1] for all t, :z:. 
Equation (1) has a dual and in section 2 we give a formula for the mo-
ments E(ut(z1) ... ut(zn)) as the expectation of a certain functional of an n-
dimensional Brownian motion. This will imply uniqueness in law for solutions 
of ( 1) and the strong Markov property. In section 3 we calculate some mo-
ment bounds needed in later sections. The existence of solutions follows from 
an approximation ar~1;l;rnent as in Shiga (10] or Reimers [6]. This construction 
also allows the coupling of solutions which is the basis of comparison arguments 
needed in future sections. The symmetry of equation ( 1) is also used repeatedly: 
if u is a solution started at f then 1 - u is a solution started at 1 - f. 
In section 4 we prove a compact support property. Define fot f: R-+ (0, 1] 
R(f) = sup(:z:: f(z) > 0), L(f) = inf(:z:: f(:z:) < 1). 
We show that if -oo < L(uo) < R(u0 ) < oo then -oo < L(ut) < R(ut) < oo 
for all time. We call the region of the solution lying between L(ut) and R(ut) 
a wavefront. The paths t -+ R(ut), t -+ L(Ut) are right continuous with left 
limits. 
In section 5 we show that solutions that initially have compact support will 
die out in finite time. We also obtain some weak control on the width of the 
wavefront showing that sup.,<t R(ut) - L(ut) grows slower than O(t112). 
In section 6 we consider initial conditions with a single wavefront. We show 
that, under Brownian rescaling, the motion of the position of the wavefront 
(t-+ R(un'Jt)/n) converges to that of a Brownian motion as n-+ oo. 
Finally in section 7 we consider solutions started from initial conditions 
E~=1 (-l)ifi where -oo < L(fi) < R(fi) < oo. The solution consists of inter-
vals where it equals 0 or 1 seperated by wavefronts. When two wavefronts collide 
they annihilate each other precisely because solutions with compact support die 
out. Using this we show that (again under Brownian rescaling) the motion of 
the wavefronts approaches the motions of a system of annihilating Brownian 
motions. 
We remark that the proofs require the exact moment formulas obtained in 
section 2 and do not immediately generalise to similar equations for which in 
general no moment formulae exist. 
Notation: For a function f : (0, oo) x R -+ R we write f', i:l/ for spatial 
derivatives and j for the partial derivative in time. 
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For f, g : R -+ R we write (!, g) for the integral J f ( z )g( z )dz whenever this 
is defined. We use the same notation (µ., !) when µ. is a measure on R. 
C will be the space of continuous functions on R ~ith values in [O, 1] and with 
the topology of uniform convergence on compacts. M .will be the space of Radon 
measures on R with the vague topology: µ.,,, -+ µ. if and only if (µ.n, </>) ~ (µ., </>) 
for all </> E Cc the space of continuous functions on R with compact support. 
On C([O, oo ), C) (or C((O, oo ), M)), the space of continuous functions from (0, .oo) 
into C (respectively M), we write (wt: t ~ 0) (respectively (µ.t : t ~ 0)) for the 
coordinate maps and Wt (respectively Mt)for the filtration they generate. We 
shall write Qi for the law of a solution to (1) started at f on either of the above 
canonical path spaces. 
B =(Bi, ... , Bn) will be a Brownian motion with B(O) = ~ = (z1, ... , Zn) 
under P~_. We shall write Lf (X) for the local time at a of the semiinartingale 
x. 
llfllp denotes the V norm forp E [O,oo]. We write Pt(z) for the Brownian 
· transition density and Pt for the Brownian ~emigroup. Throughout we have the 
convention that inf(0) = +oo. 
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2 Uniqueness 
To state the moment formula below we us~ the following .notation: We write 
Li,;(t) for the local time of B.;. - B; at zero and define 
n 
Ln(t) = L Li,;(t). 
i,j=l,#j 
We also use the following notation for any n-vector ~: 
~(j) = (zi, · · ·, Zj-li z;+1, ... , Zn) E Rn-l 
~(i,j) = (zi, ... , Zi-li Xi, Zi+li ... , z;, Xi, z;+1, ... , Zn) E Rn. 
· Proposition 2.1 Let u be a solution to (1) started at f. Write 7nn(t, ~) for 
the moment E(ut(z1) ... ut(zn)) and set mo(t,~) = 0. Then for n ~ 1 
7nn(t, ~) = Edf(B1(t)) ... f(Bn(t))e-L.,.(t)/ 4 ) (2) 
+(1/4) .. t .. E._(fo'e-L.(<)l•rn.,._ 1(t- s, B(il(s))dL;,;(s)) 
t.,3=l,i:F-1 
Remark. The proof shows (see equation (3)) that the moments 7nn(t, ~) satisfy 
the mild form of a heat equation with certain singular forcing terms that act 
only on the subspaces Xi= z;, if:. j. Then (2) is the Feynman-Kac formula for 
the solution. 
Proof. For fixed t, z 
(u..,p,_,(,, - ·)) = (f,p,(a: - ·)) + [ j Pt-•(" - y)[u,(y)(l - u,(y))[ 112dW.,, 
for s E [O, t) and both sides converge to Ut(z) ass-+ t. Ito's formula then gives 
for s E [O,t) 
(u,,,Pt-.s(z1 - ·)) .. . (u,,,Pt-a(Xn - ·)) 
(f,pt(X1 - ·)) .. •(!,pt( Zn - ·)) + M., 
+(1/2) .. t .. [ j Pt,-•("< - u)Pt-h; - y)u,(y)(l - u,(y)) 
i,3=l,i:F-1 
· II (u.,,pt-a(X.t - ·))dyds 
A::F-i,j 
where M& is a martingale. Taking expectations and letting s-+ t gives 
7nn(t,~)- (f,pt(X1 - ·)) ... (f,pt(Xn - ·)) 
(1/2) t l A•-• p,_.(z; -z;) 
i.i=l,it:i 0 R 




Let mo(t, ~) = O and define ihn(t, ~) inductively by using equation (2). We 
shall show below that (ihn(t, ~) : n = 1, 2, ... ) also satisfie (3) and that the 
two solutions agree. In several steps we use the observation that for h ~ 0 
measurable 
E,,_(fo' h(B;(s))dL;,;(s)) 
= 2 fo' j p,(.,, -y)p,("; -y)h(y)dyds. 
We split the right hand side of (3) (with Tnn replaced by inn) into three parts. 
The first part: 
-(1/2) t [A •-•Pt-•("; - .z;) II Pt-•("• - z.) 
i,J=l,i# 0 R k¢J 
E!.(i,;)(f(B1(s)) ... f(Bn(s))e-LTL( 11 )l4)d~(j) ds 
-(1/2) t l h •-• p,(,,; - .z;) IIP•("• - z;) 
i,i =1,i¢J o R · k¢J · 
E!.(i,;)(f(B1(t - s)) ... f(Bn(t - s))e-LTL(t-ll)/ 4)d~(j) ds 
-(1/4) .. L . E,,_(f(B1(t)) ... f(Bn(t)) l e-(L.(t)-L.(<))/4dL;,;(s)) 
i,3=l,i¢3 
= Eg;_(f(B1(t)) ... f(Bn(t))(e-LTL(t)/ 4 )...:. 1)). (4) 
The second part: 
-c112J t l h ·-·Pt-.("; - ..,J II Pt-·("• - z.J 
i,J=l,i¢J 0 R k¢i 
(1/4). t E~c•.il([ .-L.(r)i•m.,,_,(s - r, Bci>(r))dL1,=(r))d~(j) ds 
l,m=l,l¢m 
n 
-(1/16) :L :L 
i,j=l 1i¢j Z,m=l 1 l¢m 
Eg;_( tit e-(LTL(r)-LTL( 11 ))l4fhn-1(t - r, B<1>(r))dL1,m(r)dL;.,;(s)) 
lo II ' 
-(1/16)E,,_tfo' fo' .-(L.(r)-L.(i))/4 
n 
L dL;.,;(s) L ihn-1(t - r, B<1>(r))dL1,m(r)) 
i,j=l,i¢j Z1m=l, l¢m 
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= (1/4)E._(fo' (e-L.(•)/< - 1) t ~-1(t - r, B(')(r))dL1,=(r)) (5) 
l,m=l, l;tm 
The third part: 
(1/2) t t { n-l Pt-11(Zj - Zi) 
i,J=l#i Jo JR 
·IT Pt-11(XTc - ZTc)inn-1(s, &(j))d&(j) ds 
lc;tj 
(1/4)E._(fo' .. t . ~-1(t - r, B(;)(r))dL;,;(r)). (6) 
i,3 =1,i;t3 
Combining ( 4,5,6) shows that (inn : n = 1, 2, ... ) also solve (3). Note that 
m1 ( i, x) = m( t, z) = Ptf ( z) and that 7nn are bounded. An induction argu:m.ent 
shows that inn are also bounded. Then a Gron well argument (and induction on 
n} shows that (3) has a unique bounded solution and hence that Tnn. =inn for 
. all n proving the result. • 
Existence of solutions can be obtained by an approximation argument, see 
Shiga [10] or Reimers [6]. We. chose the method of Reimers as it quickly gives us 
the following coupling construction. Reimers considers only deterministic initial 
conditions but, as he points out, his construction easily deals with random initial 
data. 
Proposition 2.2 Let f ( z ), f ( z) E [O, 1] for z E R be· measurable variables on 
(n', 9', P') with z -+ f(z), z -+ f(x) continuous. Then there is an eztension 
(n, 9t, P) = (n' x n", 9' x 9~', P' x P"), a 9t adapted white noise Wt,:i: and 9t 
adapted processes (ut(z), Ut(z): t ~ O, z ER) such that 
a) (t, z) -+ Ut(z), (t, z) -+ Ut(z) are jointly continuous and t -+ Ut, t -+ Ut 
are continuous as maps from [O, oo) to C almost surely. 
b} u, u are solutions to { 1} started at f, f with respect to Wt,:Z:. 
c) (w: Ut(z) ~ Ut(z), Vt~ 0, z E R) = (w: f(z) ~ f(x), Vz ER). 
(Here we are regarding f, f as having been eztended to n in the obvious way). 
Proof. Reimers solves a discrete space and time equation as follows. Let z~ = 
k2-n, t~ = (1/4)j2- 2n. Let eJ,k be an array of I.I.D variables with P(eJ,Te = 
1) = P(eJ,Te = -1) = 1/2. Then solve the discrete equation u0(z!) = /(z~) and 
ut~+1 (z!) = ut~ (z!) + (1/4)( ut~ (z!+1) - 2ut~ (z!) + ut~ (z!-1 )) 
+r(n/2)-lu(u . (zk ))t. L t!, n ~3,,., · 
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(7) 
· ii. also solves (7) but with ii.0 (z~) = /(z~). We shall choose O' shortly. Reimers 
avoids a limiting argument by using a little non-standard analysis. Fixing an 
infinite n, he checks that u is S-continuous and that the formula, fort 2:: O, z E R 
defines a solution to (1) with respect to a certain white noise. This construction 
works provided O' is a uniform lifting of the function lu(l - u.)1 112 • We choose 
the particular lifting O'(u) = lu(l - u.)1 112 /\ alu(l - u)I where a= 2n/2 • Hence 
IO'(u) - O'(ii.)I ~ 2n/2 lu. - ii.I. We now check simply by induction using (7) that 
if ut~(z~) ~ ii.t~(z~) for all k then u.t~+1(z~) ~ ii.t~+1(z~) for all k. Indeed 
ut~+1(z~) - ii.t~+1(:z:~) 
(1/4)(ut; (:z:~+ 1 ) - ut; (:z:~+ 1 )) + (1/4)(ut; (:z:~- 1 ) - ut; (z~- 1 )) 
"' " "" "' +(1/2)(ut~(z!)- ii.t~(z!)) + 2-(n/2)-l(O'(ut~(z!))- O'(ii.t{,.{z!))) 
< (1/2)(ut~ (z~) - ut~ (z~)) - r(nl2>- 1 10'(ut~ (:z:!)) - O'(ii.t~ (z~))I 
< 0. 
This proves part c) of the· proposition. The same method shows that when 
f, J E (0, 1] then u, ii. E (0, 1]. Reimers shows that U.t(z) - Ptf(z) are uniformly 
Holder continuous on compacts and this implies the continuity needed in part 
. a). • 
Proposition2.3 The law Qi on (C((O,oo),C),W,Wt) of a solution to {1} 
started at f is unique. The family (Qi : f E C) is strong Markov. 
Proof. Since the moments E(ut(z1) ... Ut(zn)) are determined and since the 
solutions are bounded by 1 then the distribution of Ut is determined. The 
extension to finite dimensional distributions and the strong Markov property 
are standard. For instance one can check that the law of any solution to (1) 
is a solution to a standard martingale problem and that, as above, the one 
dimensional distributions are unique. Then one may appeal to Ethier and Kurtz 
[2] theorem 4.4.2. • 
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3 Moments 
Lemma 3.1 'a) 
b) 
c) 
E(ut(:z:)(l - ut(Y))) = E(:i:,y)(f(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))e-L:a(t)f4) 
E(ut(:z:)(l - Ut(y))ut(z)) 
= E(:i:,y,z)(/(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))f(Ba(t))e-La(t)f 4) 
+{1/2)E(=,y,•) l e-L,(•)l•hi(t - s, Bi(s), B 2(s))dLi,a(s) 
where h1(s, :z:, z) = E(ua(:z:)(l - ua(z))), 
E(ut(:z:)(l - ut(Y))ut(z)(l - ut(w))) 
= E(:i:,y,z,w)(f(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))f(B3(t))(l - f(B4(t)))e-L•(t)f 4) 
+{1/2)Ec ..... ,w) l e-L.(•)l•h2(t - s, Bi(s), B•(•), Ba(s))dL2,.(s) 
+(1/2)E(•,y,z,w) 1' e-L.(•)l•h3(t - s, Bi(•), B•(•), B.(s))dLi,3 (s) 
where h2,h3 are defined by h2(s,:z:,y,z) = E(ua(:z:)(l - ua(Y))ua(z)) and 
h3(s, :z:, y, w) = E(ua(:z:)(l - ua(Y))(l - u,,(w))). 
This lemma can be proved by the same method as in Proposition ·2 .1. 
Lemma 3.2 Suppose that -oo < L(f) < R(f) < oo and that u is a solution to 
{1} started at f. 
a) E(f ut(:z:)(l - Ut(:z:))d:z:) -d as t-+ oo, 
b) E(f~oo f~oo (1 ~ Ut(Y))ut(z)dydz) $ c(f)t1l2 Iog112(t) for all t ~ e. 
c) E((f Ut(:z:)(l - ut(:z:))d:z:)2) $ C(f) jor all t ~ 0. 
Proof. a) From lemma 3.1 a) we have 
E(J Ut(z)(l - ut(z))dz) 
= J E(:i:,:i:)(f(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))e-Li,:a(t)f 2)dz 
= EQ J f(:z: + B1(t))(l - f(:z: + B2(t)))d:z:e-Li.~(t)f 2 . 
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We now break this into two parts, replacing f by fo(z) = I(z ~ 0) in one part 
and estimating the error by doing this in the other part. 
EQ. J fo(z + B1(t))(l - fo(z + B2(t))) dze-Li,2(t)/ 2 
= . EQ.((B2(t) - B1(t))+e-L1,2(t)/2) 
= EQ.([(B1(s) - B2(s))+e-L,,,(<)l2(-1/2)dL1,2(s) 
+EQ. l e-L,,,(•)i2I(B1(s) - B2(s) 2:: O)d(B1 - B2)(s)) 
+ EQ_ 1' .-L,,,(' >12 ( 1/2 )dL1,2( s)) (integration by parts) 
= EQ.(1 - e-Li, 2 (t)/2) -+ 1 as t-+ oo. 
The error is 
IEQ. J f(z + B1(t))(l - f(z + B2(t))) 
-fo(z+ B1(t))(l - fo(z + B2(t)))dze-L112 (t)/21 
< 2EQ. J lf(z + B1(t)) - fo(z + B1(t))ld;z;e-L 1 • 2 (t)/ 2 
< 2(IR(f)I + IL(f)f)E(e-·Li,2(t)/2)-+ 0 as t-+ oo. 
b) We shall write W(t) = .(B1 (t)-B2 (t))/2112• We also use below the change 
of variables u = (z - y)/2112 , v = (z + y)/2112 • Taking t ~· e we have 
E(l: L (1- u,(y))(u,(z))dydz) 
= EQ If I(y ~ z)((l - f(y + B1(t)))f(z + B2(t)) 
exp(-L:-Y(B1 - B2)/2)dydz 
< EQI J l(y ~ z, y + B1(t) ~ L(f), z + B2(t) ~ R(f)) 
exp(-L:-y (B1 - B2)/2)dy dz·· 
< Eg_ J JI( u;::: O, ( v - u)/2112 + B1(t) ;::: L(f)) 
I((v + u)/2112 + B2(t) ~ R(f)) exp(-Lf'2 u(B1 - B2)/2dudv 
= EQ 100 (2112(R(f) - L(f)) + 2(W(t) - u))+ exp(-L~(W - u)/2112)du 
< EQ 100 2112(R(f) """"L(f))I(2(W(t) - u) ~ -2112(R(f) - L(f)))du 
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+Eg_ l"' 2(W(t) - u)+ exp(-L~(W - u)/2112)du 
< C(f)Eg_(l + W+) + Eg_ l'" l exp(-L~(W - u)/2112)dL~(W - u)du 
< C(f)t112 + Eg_ 100 2112(1 - exp(-L~(W - u)/21l 2))du 
< C(f)t112 log112(t) + 1
00 Eg_L~(W)du 
l2t1/21og112(t) 
< C(f)t112 log112(t) + 1
00 t p11 (u)dsdu 
· J2t1/21og112(t) Jo 
< C(f)tl/2 logl/2(t) + Ctl/2 loo e-u2/2tdu 
J2t1/210 g1/2(t) 
< C(f)t1f21og1/2(t). 
c) From lemma 3.1 c) we have 
E((J Ut(:z:)(l - Ut(:z:))d:z:)2) 
= I I E(:c,:c,:c+y,:c+y) 
(U(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))f(B3(t))(l - f(B4(t)))e-L•(t)f4) (8) 
(1/2)l e-L,(>)/•h,(t - s, Bi(s), B2(s), Ba(s))dLo,•(•) . (9) 
(1/2) 1' .-L,(•)l•ha(t - s, B1(s), B 2(s), B4(s))dL1,3(s)) d"' dy. (10) 
We shall show that (8,9,10) are all bounded uniformly in time. 
Considering first the term (8). The error in replacing f(B1(t)) by f0 (B1(t)) 
(where fo(:z:) = I(:z: ~ 0) again) is bounded by 
I I E(:c,:c,:c+y,:c,+y)(I(IB1(t)I ~ IR(f)I v IL(f)l)J(B3(t))(l - f(B4(t))) 
e-(L1 ,2(t )+L3,•( t ))f 2)d:z:dy 
< (IR(f)I + IL(f)l)Eco,o)(e-L1 • 2 (t)/2) 
j Eco,o,y,y)(f(B3(t))(l - f(B4(t)))e-L 3 ,•(t)f2)dy 
< C(f)E(o,o)( e-Li,2(t)f 2) --. 0 as t--. oo. 
Similarly f maybe replaced by Jo throughout (8) at no loss. Doing this leads to 
j j Eco,o,y,y)(e-L•(t)/41(:z: + B1(t) ~ o, :z: + B2(t) ~ O) 
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I(z + B3(t)::; O, z + B4(t) ~ O))dzdy 
= J Eco,O,y,y)(((B,(t) I\ Ba(t)) - (B,(t) v B.(t))+e-L.(t)l•)ay. 
We now write for brevity E for E(o,o,y,y)· Expanding this using Ito's formula 
we get 
(1/2)E(l e-L,(•)l4dL~((B1 I\ Ba) - (B2 V B4))) . 
+E(l e-L.C•l/41(B1(•) I\ Ba(s) 2:: B2(s) V B4(s)) 
d((B1(s)A B3(s)) - (B2(s) V B4(s))) 
-(1/4)E(J.' e-L.(o)l•((B1(s) I\ Ba(s)) - (B2(s) V B4(s))+dL4(s)) 
= (1/2)E(J.' e-L.C•)l•r(B1(s) 2:: Ba(•), B2(s) 2:: B4(s))dL.,a(s)) (11) 
+(1/2)E(J.' e-L,(•)l•r(B1(s) $ Ba(s), B2(s) $ B<(s))dL1,4(s))) (12) 
+(1/2)E(J.' e-L.C•Jl•r(B1(s) 2:: Ba(•), B2(s)::; B•(•))dLa,•(•)) (13) · 
+(1/2)E(J.' e-L.C•ll•r(B1(s) ::; Ba(s), B2 (s) 2:: B•(•))dL1,.(s))) (14) 
~(1/2)E J.' e-L.(•)l•r(B1(s) I\ Ba(•) 2:: B2(•) v B•(•))dL1,a(s)) 
-(1/2)E J.' e-L.(•)/41(B1(s) I\ Ba(s) 2:: B,(s) V B•(•))dL,,4(s)) 
-(1/2)E J.' e-L.(•)l4(B1(s) - (B2(s) V B•(•)))+dL1,a(s) 
-(1/2)E J.' e-L<(•)l4(B1(s) I\ Ba(s)) - B,(s))+dL2,4(s). (15) 
Note that only the first four terms are non-negative. We bound the term (11) 
by 








where Ti,j = inf(t: B;.(t) = B;(t)). The term (12) may be bounded symmetri-
cally. For y ~ 0 we bound. the term ( 13) by 
(1/2)E(J.' e-C1/'){L,,,(•)+L,,.{•llr(B1 ( s) :::: Ba( s ))dL,,.( s)) 
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A similar bound (i.e. by interchanging the roles of some of the Brownian mo-
tions) holds when y ~ 0 and also for the term (14). The following lemma shows 
that all these terms and hence (8) have bounded integrals in y, completing the 
first step. 
Lemma 3.3 Let u = inf(t ~ 0: IB1(t)I ~ jyj314/2). 
a) E(o,o)( exp(-(1/2)L1,2( u))) is square integrable in y on R. 
b) Eco,o,y,y)(exp(-(1/2)(L1,2(r2,3) + L3,4(r2
1
3)))) is integrable in y over R. 
c) E(o,o,y,y)( exp(-(1/2)(L1,2( r1
1
3) + L3,4( r2
1
4)))) is integrable in y over R. 
Proof. a) We bound the expectation in the region IYI ·~ 1. Define p = inf(t ~ 
0: IB1(t) - B2(t)I ~ jyj213/2) and p = inf(t ~ 0: IB1(t) + B2(t)I ~ jyj3l 4/2). 
Then u ~ p /\ p so that 
E(o,o)( exp(-(1/2)L1,2( u))) 
~ E(o,o)( exp(-(1/2)L1,2(p))) + P(o,o)(P ~ p). (16) 
Letting W = (B1 - B2)/21/2 then p = inf(t ~ 0: IW(t)I ~ IYl213 /2312) and 
E(o,o)( exp( -(1/2)L1,2(P))) 
= Eco,o)(exp(-r 1l2L~(W)) 
< Cjyj-2/3 
(using Revuz and Yor [7] exercise VI.4.9) giving a square integrable bound. 
Define 
Then the second term in (16) is g(O, 0) and g is harmonic on the rectangle 
l:z:I ~ IYl 314 /2312, lzl ~ !yj2/3 /23/ 2 and has the obvious boundary conditions. 
Then by the maximum principle g(:z:, z) is bounded above by the harmonic 
function 
g(:z:, z) = 2 cosh(23/27r:z:/3jyj213) cos(23/27rz/3lyl2/3)( cosh( ?rlyl1112 /3) )-1. 
Hence g(O, 0) ~ 2(cosh( 7rlYl1112 /3))-1 which is again square integrable complet-
ing the proof of part a). 
b) Again we consider IYI ~ 1. Define O"i = inf(t ~ 0 : IBi(t) - Ei(O)I ~ 
jyj3/ 4 /2) and ui = inf(t ~ ·o : IBi(t) - Bi(O)I ~ IYl/2). Then r2
1
3 ~ u2 /\ u3 and 
r2
1
3 ~ u3 /\ 0-2 so that 
Eco,o,y,y)(exp(-(1/2)(L1,2h,3) + L3 14(r2,3)))) 
< Eco,o,y,y)(exp(-(1/2)(L112(u2) + L3,4(u3)))) 
+E(o,o,y,y)((u3 ~ u2) U (0-2 ~ u3)). 
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The first term on the right harid side can be factored by independence and is 
then bounded using part a). The second term on the right hand side can be 
bounded as in the proof of part a). A similar argument also proves part c). • 
We now consider the term (9). From lemma 3.1 b) 
h2(t - s, B1(s), B2(s), B3(s)) 
E(B 1 (a ),B:i(a ),B3(a)) ( 
f(W1(t - s))(l - f(W2(t - s)))f(W3(t - s))e-L3 (t-a)/ 4 
+(1/2) l-• e-L,(r)/4h1(t - s - r, W1(r), W2(r))dL,(W1 - Wa)) 
E(a:,a:,a:+y)(/(B1 (t))(l - f(B2 (t)))f(B3(t))e-(L 3 (t)-L 3 (a))/ 4 IF1 ) (17) 
+(1 /2)E(<,•,•+y)( l e-(L,(r )-L,(< ))/4 h1 (t - r, B1( r), B2 ( r) )dL1,a IJ',018) 
S~bstituting (17) into the expectation in (9) gi~es 
(1/2)E(a:,a:,:z:+y,a:+y)(/(B1 (t))(l - f(B2(t)))f(Ba (t)) 
fo' .-(L.( • )+L,(t)-L,(< ))/4dL2,4( 5 ) ). (19) 
Repacing f(B1(t)) by fo(B1(t)) in this expression gives an error of at most 
(1/2)Ec •• •,•+»•+y)(I(IB1(t)I ~ IR(f)I v IL(f)I) [ .-L.C•>l4dL2,4). 
This has an integral over (z, y) that i~ uniformly bounded int as we have seen 
in the treatment of (11). Similarly f may be replaced by fo throughout (19) at 
the cost of at most a constant. This leads to 
(1/2)E(a:,a:,a:+y,a:+y)(/o(B1(t))(l - fo(B2(t)))fo(Ba(t)) 
L'·· ~(L.(. )+L,(t )-L,(. ))/ 4dL2,4(.)) 
Eco,o,-y,-y)((l/2)I(z ~ B1(t), z ~ B2(t), z ~ B3 (t))e-L3 (t)/4 l .-(L.(<)-L,(< ))/4 dL2,4( s)): 
We now perform the integral over z to obtain (writing E for E(o,o,-y,-y))· 
(1/2)E((( B1 (t) f\ Ba(t)) - B2(t) )+e-L,(t)/4 l e-(L.(• )-L,(< ))/4dL2,4( s)) 
= (1/2)E(l((B1(s) f\ B3 (s)) - B2(s))+e-L.C•l/4dL2,4(s)) 
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+( 1/2 }E( l [ .-(L.(r )-L,(r ))/4dL2,~( r) 
d(((B1(s) /\ B3(s)) - B2(s))+e-L3 (a)/4)). 
The first term on the right hand side exactly cancels with (15). We expand the 
second term further: 
(1/4}E(l [ e-(L.(r)-L,(r))/4dL2,4(r)e-L,(o)l4dL~((B1 A Ba} - B2))} 
-(1/B)E(l l e-(L,(.)-L,(r))/4dL2,.(r) 
((B1(s) NB3(s)) - B2(s))+e-L3(a)/ 4 dL3(s)) (20) 
-( 1/4}E(1' 1' .-(L.(r )-L,(r ))/4dL2,.{ r )e-L,( o)l•dLi,3 ( s)}. 
We may furthe1 Lound the one positive term here by, 
( 1/4 )E( l lo' .-(L.(r )-L,(r ))/ 4 dL2,4( r )e-L,(' l/4dLa( s}} 
E(l e-L.C•ldL2,.(s)) 
which has a bounded integral over y exactly as before. 
To finish the bound on (9) it remai~s to consider the term (18). Substituting 
(18) into the expectation in (9) we obtain 
(1/4)E (Lt e-L .. (a)/4 J.t e-(L3(r)-L3(a))/4 (:z:,:z:,:z:+y,:z:+y) 
0 6 





From lemma 3.1 a) we have 
h1(t - r, B1(r), B2(r)) 
= E(B
1
(r),Bl(r))(f(W1(t ~ r))(l - f(W2(t - r)))e-Ll(t-r)/4) 
= E(:z:,:z:}(f(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t)))e-(L:1(t)-L:1(r))/ 4 IFr)· 
Substituting this (21) gives 
(1/4)E(:c,:z:,:z:+y,:z:+y)(/(B1(t))(l - f(B2(t))) 
fo' .-L.(' )/• 1' .-(L,(r )-L,(o )+L,(t)-L,(r ))/4dL1,a( r )dL;,.( s)). 
Replacing f by Jo here gives an error of at most 
(1/4)E(o,•,•+y,•+Yl(I(Jz + B1(t)J ·~ JR(f)J V JL(f)J} l e-L.C•l/4dL2,4(s)}. 
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As above this has an integral in (z, y) that is bounded int. So we may consider 
(1/4)E(:c,:c,:c+y,:c+11 )(fo(B1(t))(l c.- fo(B2(t))) 
J.' .-L.( .j/ 4 J.' e -(L,(• )-L, (< )+L,(t)-L,(• ))/ 4dL1,a( r )dL2,4(.)) 
(1/4)Eco,o,-y,-y)(I(B2(t) ~ z ~ B1(t)) 
t e-L4 (ts)/4 ft e-(L3(r)-L3(ts)+L:i(t)-L:i(r))/4dLi,3(r)dL2,4(s)). Jo . Jts 
Integrating over z gives (again writing E for E(o,o,-y,-y)) 
(1/4)E((B1(t) - B2(t))+ 
1' .-L,(< )/41' .-(L,(.)-L,(. )+L,(t)-L,(• ))/4 dL,,a( r )dL2,4(.)) 
(1/4)E((B1(t) - B2 (t))+e-L 2 !+)!4 
t r e-(L._(a)+£3(r)-L3(ts)-L:i(r))/4dL2,4(s)dL1,3(r)) 
Jo Jo . 
( 1/4)E(l l .-(L,(. )+L,(• )-L,(< ll/4( B1 ( r) .:_ B2 (1') )+ dL2,•( s )dLi,3 ~i!lJ)) 
+( 1/B)E(1' 1' 1' .-(L,(< )+L,(• )-L,(. )-L,(• )+L,( q ))/4 
dL2 14(s)dL1,3(r)dL1,2(q)). (23) 
The first term on the right hand side of (23) exactly cancels with (20). Bounding 
the s-integral in the second term gives the upper bound 
t q . 
(1/4)E( e-(1/2)L3,~(.,.:i,•) 11 e-(L3(r)-L:i(r)+L2(q))/4dL1,3(r)dL1,2( q)) 
< ( 1 /2)E( e-C1/ 2)L.,,(T,,,) 1' I( q ?: r1,3 )e-L,(q )i4dLi,2( q)) 
< E( e-(1/2)L3,._(.,.2,•) e-(1/2)L1,2(.,.1,3)) 
which is integrable over y by lemma 3.3. This finishes the bound for the term 
(9). The term (10) is bounded in a similar way by permuting the Brownian 
motions Bi, ... , B4. This completes the proof. • 
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4 Compact Support Property 
We shall need control of sup:c Ut(z). Given the Green's function representation 
ut(") = P,f(,,) + l j Pt-•(" - y)lu,(y){l - u,(y))l'''dw,,. 
this is equivalent to controling sup:c Nt(z) where 
Nt(") = 1' j Pt-•(" - y)lu,(y){l - u,(y))l'''dw.,,. 
This is done by controling all increments INt ( z) - Nt (y) I for z, y in dyadic grids 
(as in say the proof of the modulus of continuity of Brownian motion). Estimates 
of the sort in the following lemma occur in several papers ([4],[5],[11]) but since 
none are quite suited to our needs we prove another. 
Lemma 4.1 . For E,t > O,A ER 
Proof. We use the estimates, for 0. < s < t 
1:1(Pt-•(" - z)-p,_,(y- z))2dzds < Cl" - YI/\ t 112, 
16 J(Pt-r(z - z) -ptJ-r(z - z)) 2dzdr $ Cit- sl 1/ 2 /\ s112 • 
Applying Burkholder's and then Holder's inequalities we have, taking p ~ 2, 
E(INt(z) - Nt(Y)l 2P) 
< C(p)E(([ J (Pt-•(" - z) - Pt-.(Y - z)) 2u,(z)dz ds)P) 
< C(p)(I" - YI/\ t'12r' E(l j (Pt-•(" - z) - p,_,(y - z))2u';(z)dz ds) 
< C(p)(lz - YI/\ t 112)P- 1 
. E([ (t - s)-11• j (Pt-•("~ z} + p,_.(y - z))u,(z)dz ds) 
$ C(p)(lz - YI/\ tlf2)p-ltlf2(!,pt(z - ·) + Pt(Y - ·)). 
Similarly, for 0 $ s < t 
E(INt(z) - N/J(z)l 2P) 
~ C(p)E(([J PL,(z - z)u,.(z)dzdr)') 
16 
+C(p)E((fo
11 J (Pt-r(z - z) - Pa-r(z - z))2ur(z)dz dr)P) 
< C(p)(l!P~-•(z -z)dzdr)"-1 E(l! PL.CZ- z)u,.(z)dzdr) 
+C(p)(lt - •I A •)(p-l)/• E([ J (Pt-r(z - z) - p,_,(:i: - z))2u,.(z)dz dr) 
< C(p)lt - sl(p-1)/2t1/2(/,pt(z - ·) + p,(z - ·)). 
Define z~ = t~ = j2-n for j E Z, n E N. Define the events 
AJ,A:,n(e) = {INt~ (z~+1 ) - Nt~ (z~)I .~ e2-n/lO} 
AJ,A:,n(e) = {INt{. (z~) - Nt{_-1 (z~)I ~ ern/10}. 
Set no= inf(n ~ 1 : 2-n ~ t 112). Then if j ~ 1 
L L L P(A}.A:,n(e)) 
n~no1$j$2ntA:~2nA 
< L L L €-2p2np/5 E(INt~ (z~+1) - Nt~ (z~)l2p) 
n~no1$j52ntA:~2nA 
< C(p)e-2ptl/2 L 2n(2'-(4p/5)) 
L L rn(f,pt~(z~ - ·) + Pt~(z~+l - ·)) 
15;9nt A:~2nA 
< C(p)e-2ptl/2 L 2n(2-(4p/5)) 
L (1 00 f(z)(J Pt{. (z - y)dy +rn(t~)- 1 l 2 1(z ~A - 2-n))dz) 
15;9nt A . 
< C(p)e-2ptlf2 L 2n(2-(4p/5)) 
L ((/,Pt I( A, oo))(t~/t)- 1/ 2 + (t~)- 1 1 2 (1, (A - 2-no, oo))) 
15;9nt 
< C(p)e-2P(t V tl/2) L 2n(3-(4p/5))(/, PtI(A, oo)) L 2-n(t~)-1/2 
< C(p)e-2P(t312 Vt)(/, PtI(A, oo)) if p > 15/4. 
The same bound (with a different constant) ·holds when A 1 is replaced by A 2 
provided that we take p > 25/3. Define 
A(e) = LJ LJ 
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Then P(A(e)) ~ C(t V t312)c20(!, PtI(A, oo)). On the set Ac(e) we may esti-
mate IN, ( z) I for s ~ t, z ~ A by an infinite sum of increments over neighbouring 
dyadics in the usual manner. Moreover we need at most 2t increments over step 
length 2-no and two steps (one in space and one in time) of length 2-n for 
n ~ 2. So ) 
IN,(z)I ~ 2te2-l/lO + 2 L ern./lO ~ cae(l + t). 
The set A(cf5 1e(l + t)- 1 ) then leads to the desired result. • 
We now establish a compact support property by considering the Laplace 
functional of a solution, adapting the method used for super-Brownian motion 
in Dawson, Iscoe and Perkins [1]. 
· Proposition 4.2 Let u be a solution to {1} such that R(u0 ) ~ 0. Then for all 
t ~ o, b ~ 4t112 
P(supR(u,) ~ b) ~ ca(c1/2 vt2a)e-b,/1st. 
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Remark. By considering 1 - u we obtain a corresponding result about Lt. 
Proof. Fix .,P : R-+ (0, 1] continuous, integrable and with (z : .,P(z) > 0) = 
(0, oo). Let 1/Jb(z) = .,P(z - b). For 0 <a< b define stopping times 
Ta.= inf(t ~ 0: Ut(z) ~ 1/2, 3z ~a), Pb= inf(t ~ 0: (ut, 1/Jb) > 0). 
Fix t and let (<t>:(z) : s E [O, t], z E R) be the unique non-negative bounded 
solution to 
{ -J»· = (1/2)84>>. - (1/4)( ¢>-)
2 +>..,Pb 
4>~ = 0 
The existence and uniqueness for this equation is discussed in (3]. Comparing 
with the solution to the same equation without the -(1/4)( 4>>. )2 term shows 
that <t>:(z) ~ >.J~-a Pt-a-rtPb(z)dr. The function h(z) = 12(b- z)- 2 solves 
h" = (1/2)h2 on (-oo, b). Arguing as in the proof of the maximum principle 
shows that <t>:(z) ~ 12(b - z)- 2 for all z < b, s ~ t,). > 0. Using the Feynman 
Kac representation for 4>>. as in (1] lemma 3.5 we have for any r E (z, b) 
¢;(z) ~ 12(b- r)- 2 P:i:(inf(t: B1(t) = r) ~ t - s) 
~ 24(b - r)- 2 Po(B1(t) ~ r - z). 
Supposing that b ~ 4t112 , z ~ b - 2t112 we choose r = b - t 112 to find 
¢;(z) ~ 24r1e(b-:i:),/st Vs~ t. (24) 
Ito's formula gives 
d( e -(u.,c/>!)->. fo. (u,.,1/li.)dr) 
e-(u.,cp~)->.fo•(u,.,1ji,,)dr (lu,(z)(l - u,(z))j 112¢;(z)dW:i:,a 
+(u,, -~: - (1/2)84>: - >..,Pb)+ (1/2)(u,(1- u,), (4>:) 2)ds). 
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So, using the integrability of <1>: to show the stochastic integral is a martingale, 
). · rtl\Ta. 
E(l - e -(Utll.Ta. ·"'tll.T.,.)-A Jo (u,.,1/!b)dr) 
E(l - e-(uo,4'~)) 
+E(lAT. e -(u.,¢!)-l J;cu.,.;,)•• ((1/4)u, - (1/2)u,(1- u,), ( <P:)2 )ds 
< E(l - .-(u,,¢~l) + E(l ((1/4)u,I(-oo, a), (<P:J2 )ds). (25) 
As >. --+ oo so </>"' j </>00 E [O, oo]. Letting >. ~ oo in (25) gives 
P(pb <Ta At) 
< 
< E(l - .-(u.,¢:")) + E(l ((1/4)u,I(-oo, a), (<P'.;"')2 )ds) 
< [,, <P:i"(o:)do: + l 1~ 1: (1/4)p,(o: - y)(<P'.;"'(o:))2dydo: ds. 
Choosing a= b/2 and using the bounds in (24) we have ~ 
P(Pb <Ta At) 
< 1°
00
21r1.c•-•l'l••dz+1' 1'~ 1: p,(o: -y)144t-•eC•-•>'l«dydo:ds 
< 96b- 1e-•'I•• + 144r' 1·~· .c•-•l'/4tdo: 
< cb-le-b2 /16t 
::; ct-lf2e-b2 /16t. 
But from lemma 4.1 a) we have for b ~ 4t112 
P(Tb/2::; t) P(Paf(z) + Na(z) ~ 1/2, 3z ·~ b/2, s::; t) 
< P(Ptl( _:oo, O)(b/2) + Na(z) ~ 1/2, 3z ~ b/2, s::; t) 
::; P(Na(a~) ~ 1/2 - Po(B1(l) ~ 2), 3z ~ b/2, s::; t) 
::; C(t V t 22 )(1(-oo, 0), Ptl(b/2, oo)) 
< C(t V t22)tlf2e-b2 /st 
which combined with (26) completes the proof. • 
(26) 
Corollary 4.3 Let u be a solution to {1} with -oo < L(uo) < R(uo) < oo. 
Then the path t--+ R( Ut) is, almost surely, right continuous with left limits. At 
the at most countably many jumps R(ut)::; limaTt R(ua)· 
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Proof. We prove the desired regularity on a fixed (but arbitrary) time interval 
[O,M]. We have P(-oo < inf1e(o,MJL(u1) < sup1e[o,M]R(u1) < oo) = 1 from 
proposition 4.2. Let s~ = jrn, ~n = {s~, s~, .. . } and ~ = Un>o ~n· For 
j, n ~ 0 define Aj,n = (sup1-t,,~ 1 ~ 1 -t,,+1 R(u,) - R(u1-t,,) ~ rn/4). The~, also from 
proposition 4.2, P(Aj,n) $ C exp(-2n/2 /16) .. By Borel Cantelli there exist 
A(w), N(w) with P(A, N < oo) = 1, R(u.t)(w) E [-A(w), A(w)], Vt E (0, M] and 
w E nn~N(w) n;~M2" A.f,n· 
We now fix a sample path for which A(w), N(w) < oo. Choose 0 $ s $ t $ 
M with s E ~' t - s $ 2-N. We may choose a sequence s = so < s1 < ... < 
SJc-1 < t $ s1c with Si E ~n,, Si+l - Si = 2-n•, ni+l > ~ for i = O, ... , k - 1. 
Note that s1c - s1c-1 $ It - sj. Then 
R(utJ - R(u,) 
(R(ut) - R(u,,._i)) + (R(u1,._ 1 ) - R(u,,._2 )) + ... + (R(u,i) - R(u, 0 )) 
< 2-n1o-1/4 + ... + 2-no/4 
< C(t - s) 114 • (27) 
Suppose th(3,t Iimsup6 jt,aEA,a~tR(u.6 ) > liminf6 jt, 6 EA,a~tR(u1) for some t E 
(0, M]. Then we may obtain a contradiction to (27). Hence we may define 
St = lim1jt,aEA,19 R(u,). From it's definition t -+ St is left continuous. If for 
some t E [O, M) lim supa!t,a>t S, > lim infa!t,a>t S6 then we can again obtain a 
contradiction to (27). Hence t-+ St has right limits on (0, M). Also (27) implies 
that R(ut) $St for all t E [O, M] and that St can only jump downwards. Since 
R(ut) =St on Qn[O, M] we have R(ut) =St at continuity points of St in (0, M]. 
We may exhaust the jumps of St by a sequence of stopping times T1c, k = 1, 2, ... 
Using proposition 4.2 and the strong Markov property at time T1c 
P( sup R(u,)- R(UT,.) ~ 2-n/2) $ Cexp(-2n/4 /l6). 
T1o$a$T1o+2-,. 
Then P(limsup,!T,.R(u1) $ R(UT,.) \:/k = 1, ... ) = 1. From the continuity of 
Ut(x) we have that lim inf1!t,i>t R( u6 ) ~ R( Ut)· Combining these observations 




b) For {3 E (0, oo) there ezists C(f3) < oo such that whenever m ~ 1 and 
(!, (-5m51 - mP, mP + 5m51 )) ~ m, m ~ 1 then P(( Um100, (-m/3, m/3)) > 
0) ~ csm-1. . 
Remarks. We sketch the argument of the proof in words. One can prove 
that super Brownian motion dies out by calculating the Laplace transform 
E(exp(->.(ut, 1))) and letting,\ -+ oo. An exact calculation of the Laplace 
transform is impossible for our eqaution but the method will provide a suitable 
bound provided we can show_ that for long periods of time 
llu(t, ·)lloo < 1 - € for some e > 0. (28) 
To do this we use the fact that the total mass is a non-negative martingale 
and so its brackets process converges. This implies that the amount of noise 
decreases and eventually cannot counteract the effect of the heat ker:µel which 
by itself would lead to (28). 
In part b) we allow mass at a distance 5m51 from the area of interest. From 
proposition 4.2 this mass should only travel 0( m 50) in time m 100 thus should 
not affect the mass inside the area of interest. We do not have the additive 
property of super Brownian motion (or a subadditive property) so that this 
requires several small changes in the above sketched argument. Since part a) 
follows from part b) and proposition 4.2 we give only the details for b ). 
· Part b) suggests that a solution with initial mass m is likely to die out by 
time m 100. In section 7 we shall show that from initial condition f ~ I(O, m), a 
solution dies in time O(m2). 
Finally a slight change in the argument would show that (!, 1) < oo is 
sufficient to ensure a solution will die in finite time. 
Proof. {3 will be fixed throughout th.e proof and we suppress notation for 
its dependence in all variables. Write t; = jm5 for j = O, 1, ... and let J; = 
[-mB ~ jm51 , mP + jm51] for j = O, 1, ... , 5. Define the events for j = O, 1, ... 
1t;+11 A;= { . u,(z)(l - u,(z))dzds_~ m-80 , sup (u,, IJJ ~ m2}. t; J3 a~tf+1 
On the event A; there .is little noise in J3 during [t;, t;+1] and we shall see that 
there is enough time. for the heat kernel to drag the solution uniformly below 
1/2 on J2. The first step is to show that the events A; occur frequently. Define 
'l/J1(s, x) = Pm100_,I1,(z) and note that for z E. Js, s ~ m 100, m ~ 1 
'l/J1(s, x) P:i:(B1(s) E J4) 
> Po(IB1(m1oo)I ~ ms1) 
= Po(IB1(l)I ~ m) ~ 1/2. 
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The process (u,,, '!f11(s)) is a martingale on [O, m100] so that 
mlOO 
E(( f · f u,(z)(l - u,(z))dz ds) 114 ) 
lo 113 
mlOO 
< E((1 J 4'1ji~(s, z)u,(z)(l - u,(z))dz ds) 114 ) 
CE([(u., '!ji1(·))]~~00) 
< CE( sup (u,,'!/11(s)) 112 ) (Burkholder's inequality) 
a~mlOO 
< CE((uo, '!/J1(0))112) 
< C(E((uo, Vi1(0))))1l 2 
< C(m+ 1: ..p,(o,,,)d")''' 
~ Cm1/2 (29) 
where in the last step we use the assumption that ( uo, 1115 ) ~ m and an easy 
upper bound on '!/J1. Also 
~ P( sup 2(u,, Vi1(s)) ~ m2) 
l~mlOO 
< Cm-2 E((uo, Vi1(0))) 
< cm- 1 • 
Define Nn = L:j=l lA;-
P(Nm9s < m 95 - m 86 ) 
(30) 
< P( /. m
100 
f u,(z)(l - u,(z))dzds ~ m6 ) + P( sup (u,, 113 ) ~ m2 ) lo 113 a~m100 
< cm- 1 (31) 
using (29,30) and Chebychev's inequality. This completes the first step. 
Define B; = {ut(z) ~ Pt-t;Ut;{z) +-cm-1, Vz E J2,t E [t;,t;+1]}. The 
second step is to· show that A; n BJ is unlikely. Fix j, m and define 
Mt(z) = Ut;+t(z) - Pt-t;Ut;(z) 
= 1' /Pt-•('" - z)lut;+•(z)(l - ut;+•(z))J'''dW.,,. 
We shall control M,(z) again by controlling it's increments over dyadics. We 
consider Mt(z) - Mt(Y) is the terminal value of a martingale with (in a slight 
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abuse of notation) 
[M,(,,)- Mt(y)J = l j (Pt-•(" -z)-Pt-,(y-z))2ut;+,(z)(1- ut;+,(z))dz dr. 
(32) 
Wenowconsider lz-yl :5 landt:5 m5 • Weusealsothebounds IPt(z)-Pt(Y)I :5 
Cr1jz - YI and IPt(z)I :5 cr1/ 2 • We split the space integral in (32) into two 
halves, over 1a _and 1~. The first half fs bounded on A; by (applying Holder's 
inequality) · · · · 
([ j (Pt_,(z- z) - Pt-,(Y- z))512dzdr)415 
t ' 
.( r /, u~(z)(l - Ur(z)) 5 dzdr) 115 
lo J3 
< c(J.' llP•-•(" - ·) - Pt-,(Y - ·)ll~ 2)4l•m-20 
< c(fo' (t - ·t•I• /\I" - Yl•i•(t - ·i-•1•ds)•l•m~20 
:5 Cj:z: _ yj2/sm-20. 
When z, y E 12 the second half is bounded by 
t llPt-r(:z: - ·) - Pt-r(Y""""" ·)lloo /, Pt-r(z - z) + Pt-r(Y - z)dzdr lo Ji 
< C 1'(t- r)-11• /\I" -yl(t - r)- 1drPo(IB1(m5 )I ~ m51 ) 
:5 Cj:z: - Yl2/sm-20. 
Now write :z:~ = t~ = k2-n. Then if n ~ O, z~, :z.:~+1E12 , 2-n :5 t~ :5 m 5 
P(IMt~(z!+1 ) - Mt~ (z!)I ~ m-srn/20, A; IFt~) 
:5 P(IMdz~+1) - Mt~ (z~)I ~ m-srn/20, 
[Mi (:z:k+1)- Mi (zk)] < cr2n/sm-2ol:Fi) t.,. n t.,. n _ t.,. 
:5 2 exp(-Cms2an/10) 
using [9] corollory IV.37.12. In an entirely similar way we have 
P(IMt~ (z!) - Mt~-1 (z!)I ~ m-62-n/20, A; I Ft~) :5 2 exp(-Cm8 2n/10). 
Now define 
Bk,l,n {1Mt~(z~+1 ) - Mtd:z:~)I V IMt~(:z:~)- Mt!;1(z~)I ~ m-srn/20} 
Bj LJ LJ LJ Bk,l,n· 
n~O 1$Z$m5 2"' k::z:!_,:z::+1 e12 
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Then defining q(m) = llP(Bj n A;IFtJlloo we have 
q(m) ::; CL 22nms(m:8 + ms1) exp(-Cm8 2n/lo) < oo. 
n~O 
On the set B; we may estimate IMt(z)I fort::; ms, z E 12 in the usual :r:p.anner 
by an infinite sum over dyadic increments. Indeed we need at most ms steps 
over intervals of length 1 and two steps over intervals of length 2-n for each 
n ~ 1. Thus for t ::; ms, z E h 
IMt(z)I::; m-1 + m-6 L r-n/20::; cm-1 
n~l 
when C = 1 + 2-1/ 20 (1 - 2-1/ 20)-1. Hence 
P(Bj n A; IFtJ ::; P(Bj n A; IFt~) ::; qm -+ 0 as m-+ oo. (33) 
Define t; = t; + m912 • Then on A; n B;, fort E [t;, t;+1], z E 12 
Ut(z) < Pt-t;Ut;(z) + cm-1 
< (ut;, IJ3)llPt~t;(·)lloo + { Pt-t;(z - n)dz + Cm-1 JJ~ 
< Cm2(t - t; )- 1/ 2 +. cm-1 
< cm-1/4. 
This completes the second step. 
(34) 
Define C; = { ( Ut;+ 17 IJ 1 ) = 0}. The third step is to show that A; n CJ is 
unlikely. Again fix j, m. As in section 2 we may assume that we have coupled 
to u a process il with Uf; = ilf; and solving on [t;, t;+1] 
.fl= (1/2)~il + u(il)dW 
where 
( - ) _ { lil(l- il)l
1/ 2 if Iii.I ::; 1/2 or if z E 12 
CT u, z - lil/211/ 2 ~,f Iii.I ~ 1/2 and z E h. 
We can construct il so that il ~ 0 and so that Ut = ilt for all t ::; inf ( s ~ t; : 
llulloo ~ 1/2). Thus by (34), for sufficiently large m, we see that Ut = ilt for all 
· t E [t;, t;+1] on the set A; n B;. Then if D; = {( ilf;, IJ3) ::; m2 } 
P(A; n B; n CJIFt;) 
P(A; n B; n {(ilt;+11 IJ1) > O}IFt;) 
<. P({(ilt;+11 IJi) > O}nD;IFt;)· 
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For the process il we may argue again as in [1] .. Let 0 ~ ¢0 (-;i;) ~ 1 satisfy 
(</>o(-;i;) > 0) =Ji. Let ,,P~(s, z) solve 
--if;i = (1/2)~1/Ji - (1/4)(wi)2 on [t;, t;+i] 
7/l~(t;+i) = >.¢>o. 
We may now estimate E(exp(-(il,,,7/l~(s))) by expanding it according to Ito's 
formula: 
P( {(ilt;+11 IJi) > o} n D; IFr;) 
lim E((l - exp( .:....(ilt ·+1 , 1/Ji(t;+i))))In. jFt-) >.-.oo ' . ' ' 
h
t;+1 
= lim (1- exp(-(ilr.,7/li(l;))))In. j- lim E( exp(-(il,,,1/J~(s))) 
A-tOO , , A-tOO t; 
. ((u,,, (1/2)~7/li(s) + ~i(s)) - (1/2)(u(il,,), (7/li(s))2)) dsln; IFr) 
~ lim (ii.r.,1/J~(l;))In. + lim E( r;+i { il,,(z)('f/1i(s,z))2dzdsjFt-) 
>.-.oo ' ' >.-.oo lt.; } J~ ' 
< lim (m2 117/li(l;)lloo + f 7/li(l;,z)dz+ r;+i f (wi(s,z))2dzds)35) 
>.-.oo } J~ it; J J~ 
From [1] lemtna-3.1 we have 17/l:(z)I ~ 4/(t;+i - s). Using this we see that the 
first term of (35) is bounded by cm-3 • Alsofrom (1] lemma 3.1 we have also 
the bound, for z (/:.Ji 
where d(z, Ji) = inf(jy - zl : y E Ji). Using this one may show that the 
second and third. terms of ( 35) are also bounded by cm-3 • This proves that 
P(A; n B; n CjlFt;) ~ cm-3 and combining with (33) ~hat 
P(A;n CJIFt;) ~ 1/2 (36) 
· for sufficiently large m. This completes the third part of the proof. 
Define Nn = E?=i I(Aj UC;). Then 
n 
P(Nn ·~ n/4) = P(L I(I(A; n CJ) - I(Aj u C; )) ;::: n/2) 
i=i 
n 




using (36). Recall that Nn = L:?=l I(A;). Then using (31) we have 
m911 
P( U C;) > P(Nmss > (1/4)m95 , Nn 2:: ( 4/5)m95 ) 
j=l 
> 1 - P(Nn ::; (1/4)m95 ) - P(N!,5 < m95 - m 86 ) (37) 
> 1- cm-1. (38) 
From proposition 4.2 we have 
ms11 
P( u C; n {( UmlOO ,Jo) > O}) 
j=l 
m911 
< I: P((ut;i 11) = O, (um100 1 Jo) > 0) 
j=l 
< Cmgsm2aooe-m:a /1s ::; cm-1. 
Combining this with (38) completes the proof. • 
Lemma 5.2 Suppose that -oo < L(f) < R(f) < oo. Then 
P(sup IR, _ L, I 2:: 14t(1/2)-(1/1000)) ::; C(f)t-1/2000. 
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· Proo~. We fix t 2:: e. Write 6 = 1/1000 and s; = jt1- 35 • We suppress, depen-
dence on that initial data /. 
Define 
fl.; = sup(:o: J.00 u,;(z)dz 2: t<1l 2>-6 ), 
L; = inf(:o: 1'
00 
(1- u,;(z))dz 2: t(l/2)-6). 
From the compact support property we have -oo < L,3 < L;, R; < R,3 < oo. 
For s; ::; t, by Chebychev's inequality and lemma 3.2 b) 
P(1~ u,;(z)dz 2: t56 ) < P(l: u,;(z) {
00 
(1- u,;(y))dydz ~ t<112l+46) 
::; cr45 log1l 2 (t). . 
Now apply proposition 5.1 with m = t 55 ,{3 = 200 to see 
P((u,;+t&006, (L; + 5t2055 , L; + 5t2055 + t)) > o, 1
00 
u,;(z)dz::; t 55 )::; cr55 . 
lt; 
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The mass inside the interval ( R; - 5t2056 -t, R; - 5t2056) is controled in a similar 
way. Then we have 
P(3s; :::; t such that (u,;+tsoo6 1 (L; + 5t2056 , L; + 5t
2056 
+ t)) 
+(u.,;+tsoo6, (R; - 5t2056 - t, R.1 - 5t2056)) > o) 
:::; Ct36(r46 log1/2(t) + rs6) 
< cr6' 2• (39) 
From the compact support property proposition 4.2 we have also 
P( sup I Rt Iv I Lt I ;:::: t314 ) :::; Ct23e-t614 / 32 t :::; ct-612 • ( 40) 
.. ~2t 
Combining (39, 40) with the fact that L; - R; :::; 2tC1/ 2)-5 we have 
P(jR,;+tsoo6 - L,;+rm6 I ;:::: 2t<1l 2>- 5 + 10t2056, 3s; :::; t) :::; cr612• 
We now need to interpolate between the grid points. But from lemma 4.2 
P( sup (R, - R,;+tsoo6) v (L,;+tsoo6 - L,) ;:::: t< 1! 2>- 6 ) 
aE[a;+tsoo6,a;+:i] 
< Gt2ae-t1-26 /a2t1-36. 
A similar estimate allows interpolation over the interval [O, s2] which completes 
the proof. • · 
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6 A single wavefront 
Throughout this section u is a solution to (1) started at f with -oo < L(f) < 
R(f) < oo. Define 
(41) 
Lemma 6.1 For continuous integrable</> the processes (( v~n), </>) : t ~ O)n=l,2, ... 
are tight. 
Proof. Rescaling the Green's function representation gives, for integrable </>, 
for some new white noise W .. Note that all terms in ( 42) are continuous int. 
The first term on the right hand side of (42) converges to (1(-oo, OJ, Pt<f>). We 
shall check the Kolmogorov tightness l-literion for the stochastic integral in.( 42). 
~rO<s<t . 
n 11• l j Jv!"l(,,)(1- v!"l(,,))J 112 P,_:,p(,,)dW.,, 
-n1t• [ j Jv!"l(.,)(1 - v!"l(,,))1 112 P,_,,p(,,)dW.,, 
= n11• [ j Jv!"l(z)(l - v!"l(.,))1112 p,_,,p(.,)dW.,, 
+n1/ 2 [ j Jv!">(.,)(1 - v!">(,,))J 112 (P,_,,p(,,) - P,-~,P)dW.,,. 
Using the moment bounds from lemma 3.2 
E((n11• [ j Jv!">(,,)(1- v!"l(,,))J112 P,_,,p(.,)dW.,, )4 ) 
< CJl,PJl'!,E((l j nv!">(,,)(1- v!">(,,))drd,,)2) 
< C(,P)(t - s)E [ <f ,,,.,,(?')(1- ,,,.,,(,,))d,,)2dr 
< C(<f>,f)(t-s)2. 
Using the bound llPt<f>-:- P1 </>ll 00 ~ ll</>ll 00 (lt - sls- 1 /\ 1) we also have 
E((n112 l j Jv)">(,,)(1- v!">(,,))J112(P,_,¢(z)- P,_,,p)dW.,,)4) 
< .C(</>)E((f.
1 j Un2r(nz)(l - Un2r(z)dz(lt - sl 2(s ~ r)- 2 /\ l)dr) 2) 
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< C(</>)(t - s) J.' E((J 'Un'r(m:)(l - 1'n'r(z)dz)2)(Jt - sJ2(s - r)- 2 A l)dr 
< C(</>,f)(t-s)2 • 
This checks Kolmogorov's criterion and completes the proof. • 
Theorem 6.2 a) Given f > O, T < oo then for all sufficiently large n there is 
a coupling of processes (ut, Bt: t ~ 0) with B a Brownian motion started at 0, 
u a solution to {1} started at f and 
P(sup l(R(un2t)/n) - Btl V l(L(un2t)/n) - Btl ~ E) ~ f. 
t~T 
b} If u is a solution to { 1} started at f then the processes ( R( Un2t) / n : t ~ 
O)n=1,2, ... converge in distribution to a Brownian motion started at 0. 
Proof. Part b) follows directly from part a). The key step in proving part a) is 
· to show that the measure valued processes (v~n)(z)dz: t ~ O)n=l,2, ... , as defined 
in ( 41), converge in distribution and that the limit has the law of the process 
(43) 
where Bt is a standard Brownian motion started at 0. 
Lemma 6.1 implies that the processes (v~n)(z)dz : t ~ O)n=l,2, ... are tight 
(see [8]). We extract a convergent subsequence, which .we continue to label vCn). 
By changing probability space we may take measure valued processes µ,(n), µ, 
with µ,~n) g v~nr\v)dz and µ,(n) '=.!· µ,. Thus for any t ~ 0 and </> continuous 
with compact support we have 
(44) 
Note that supt>o µ,~n)(</>) ~ ll</>111 a.s. Using this we may extend the convergence 
in (44) to contfuuous integrable</>. Note also that µ,0 = I(z ~ O)dz a._s. · 
Suppose <J>,(z) is smooth, bounded and SUPae[o,t) l</>al V Ill</>, IV l</>al is inte-
grable. Then 
(µIn>,</>,) = (µ&n), </>o) + [ (µ~n>, (1/2)8</>, + J, )dr + m)nl(q,) for s $ t 
m~n)(</>) is a continuous martingale 
[m(n)(</>)], '.'?. [ j n</>~(z)u,,,,(nz)(l- 'Un'r(nz))dzdr. 
Note that lm~n)(</>)I ~ (1 + s)ll sup,E[O,t) l</>al V lll</>al V 1¢,1111· We may pass to 
the limit to see that 
(µ., </>,) = (µo, </>o) + [ (µ.., (1/2)8</>r+ J;)dr + m,(</>) for s:::; t 
is a continuous martingale. 
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We shall now identify the brackets process of Tnt for certain </>. The crucial 
lemma is as follows. 
Lemma 6.3 Fiz ,,P ~ 01 smooth, of compact support and with f ,,P(z)dz = 1. 
Let </>6 = Pt-a'l/J. Then as n --+ oo 
E ( (l j n</>: (" )u,,,,( nz )(1- .,,,,, ( nz ))dz ds 
-l! 2</>,(:i:J<f>:(z)u,,,,(n:i:)d:i:ds)2) ---> 0. 
We delay the proof of this lemma to the end of this section. 
Choose ,,Pi, ... , 'I/Jn E Cc. For </>a(z) as in lemma 6.3, 0 ~ r1 < ... < rn ~ 
r~s 
E((ma(</>) - m,.(</>)) 2 (µ,. 1 , 'l/J1) · · · (µr"'' 'I/Jn)) 
lim E((m~n)( </>) - m~n)( </>)) 2 (µ~~), 1/J1) ... (µt>, 'I/Jn)) 
n-oo 
lim E(([m(n)(</>)]a - [m(n)(</>)]r)(µ~n), 'l/J1) ... (µ~n), 1/Jn)) 
n-oo · 1 n. 
,Ji,~ E( [ j nlu,, '.( nz )( 1 - Un'P ( n:i:)) It/>~ (")dz dq 
( v~~), 'l/J1) ... ( vt>, 1/J~)) 
,!~ E([ j 2</>,(z )</>~(:i:)u,,,.(n:i:)dz dq(v!~>, "11) ... (v!:>. efin)) 
E( 16 (µa, 2</>q</>~ )dq(µr 1 , 1/J1) · • • (µrn.' 'I/Jn)) 
using lemma 6.3 in the penultimate step. This calculates the brackets process 
and shows that the limit point µt satisfies the following martingale problem: 




= (I(-oo,O),Pt'l/J)+ma('l/J) fors~t, 
is a continuous martingale with 
la'(µ,., 2P,_,..p P,_,..p')dr for s ~ t. 
Applying Ito's formula shows that µt given by ( 43) also satisfies this martingale 
problem'. It remains to show that uniqueness of solutions holds. By polarisation 
show that 
[m,(efi), m,(,P)] = l (µ,., P,_,..pp,_,,P' + P,_,,pp,_,..p')dr. 
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. Applying Ito's formula gives 
E((µt, 1/J1) ••• (µt, 1/J1e)) 
le 
Il(I(-oo,.O), Pt'l/Ji) (45) 
i=l 
le t 
+_ . ~ _E(1 (µ,, Pt-ts1/JiPt-r1/Jj + Pt-r1/J;Pt-r1/J~) :q _(µ,, Pt-i1/J1e)ds) . 
.,,,, =l;it; leti,3 
The identity E((µt, 1/J))::::: (I(-oo, 0), Pt'l/J) can be extended by a monotone class 
argument to hold for all non-negative 1/J. Similarly using induction and ( 45) 
the moments E((µt, 1/J1) ..• (µt, 1/J1e)) are determined. Since µt('lf;) ~ ll1/Jl11 these 
moments determine the distribution of µt and, as usual, uniqueness of the one 
dimensional distributions implies uniqueness for the martingale problem. This 
completes the proof of convergence as measure valued processes. 
To obtain the coupling stated in part a) we fix e E (0, 1), T < oo and choose 
k ~ 1 such that Po(supt<TBt ~ k) ~ e. We also choose 0 ~ </> E; Cc with 
(</> > 0) = (0, 1) and define 1/J1e(z) = ((:z: + k + 1) /\ (k + 1 - :z:) /\ 1)+, an 
approximation to I(-k, k ). 
Since µ(n) ;g v(n) it has. a jointly continuous density ii~n)(z) and defining 
'ilt(z) = v~/!2 (z/n) then, by extending the probability space to define a suit-
able white noise, ii. is a solution to (1) started at /. ·Defining Bt = sup(z : 
. µt ( ( z, oo)) > 0) gives a processes whose finite dimensional distributions are 
those of a Brownian motion. Letting Bt = limsup(B, : s ~ t, s E Q, s-+ t) pro-
duces a Brownian motion started at 0 and so that µt(z)dz = I(z ~ Bt)dz, Vt~ 
0. 
We consider sufficiently large n so that R(vbn)), L(vbn)) E [-1, 1]. Then 
P(sup(µ(n), </>(· - k)) > 0) 
t~T 
-+ P(sup(µ, </>(· - k)) > 0) 
t~T 
Po(supBt ~ k) ~ e. 
t~T 
-
(The convergence holds since the set is a continuity set for the limit law.) So 
for sufficiently large n we have 
(46) 
From lemma 5.2, for sufficiently large n, 
(47) 
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From ( 44), for sufficiently large n, 
P(sup l(v~n), 'l/J1c) - (I(z ~ Bt), 'l/J1c)I ~ E) ~ e. 
t~T 
On the intersection of the three sets in (46,47,48) we have 
R(un'Jt)/n R(v~n)) 
< L(v~n)) + e 
(I(z ~ L(v~n>), .,P1c) - (k + (1/2)) + e 
< (v~n), 'l/J1c) - (k + (1/2)) + e 
< (I(z ~ Bt), 'l/J1c) - (k + (1/2)) + 2e 
= Bt + 2e; 
Similarly L(un'Jt)/n ~ Bt - 2e which gives the desired coupling. • 
Proof of lemma 6.3. · 
(48) 
Fix .,Pas in the statement of the lemma. Let Xi, X2 be independent variables 
with density .,P(z) and independent of the Brownian motion B. Define j(n)(z) = 
f(nz). . 
Lemma 6.4 Let 1µ, <f>t as in lemma 6.3. Let u0 = f satisfy -oo < L(f) < 
R(f) < oo. Then 
IE<[/ n,P~(,,)u,.,,(n,,)(1- u,.,,(no:))d,,ds 
-2 J:j P,f(,,).p,(,,),P;(,,)d,,dsl 
< 2 j j P,,P(z)P,,P(y)j<">(,,)(1 - fC"l(y))I(y :5 ")dyd" + le(n, t)i . 
where e(n, t) is independent off and° 1 ~ le(n, t)I-+ 0 as n-+ oo. 
Proof of lemma 6.4. Using lemma 3.1 a) we have 
E(J:j nu,.,,(n,,)(1- u,.,,(nz)).P'.(,,)d,,ds) 
= E( [ j nu,.'(•-4n")(1 - "n'(t-•) ( nz) )¢~•-• )(" )d" ds) 
[! ,P:_,(,,)E'l.(f(n" + B1(n2(t- s))) 
(1 - f(nz + B2(n2(t '-- s)))ne-Li,'J(n'J(t-a))f2)dz ds 
[ J (P, ,P( "))2 E'l.(JCn) (" + B, (t - s )) 
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(1 - j<n)(z + B2(t - s))ne-n.Li,:i(f:a)l2)dz ds 
= EQ.(l jCnl(X1 + B1(t))(l- J<nl(X2 + B2(t))) 
ne-n(L~-L~)(Xi+Bi-X:i-B:i)l2(1/2)dL~(X1 + B1 - X2 - B2)) 
= EQ(f(n)(X1 + B1(t))(l - j<n>(X2 + B2(t)))(l - e-n.L~{X1+B1-X:i-B:i)/2)) 
= EQ(f(n)(X1 + B1(t))(l - j<n)(X2 + B2(t)))I(i ~ t)) + e(n, t) (49) 
. where r = inf(t: X1 + B1(t) = X2 + B2(t)) and 
le(n, t)I ~ E(ll - e-n.L~(Xi+Bi-X:i-B:i)/'J - I(r ~ t)I)--+ 0 as n--+ oo. 
Let /o(z) = I(z ~ 0). Note that j(n)--+ Jo as n--+ oo. 
EQ(/o(X1 + B1(t))(l - fo(X2 + B2(t)))I(r ~ t)) 
= PQ.(X1 + B1(t) ~ O, X2 + B2(t) ;::: O, r ~ t) 
= 2PQ(X1 + B1(t) ~ O, X 41 + B2(t);::: O, X2 ~ X1) (reflection principle) 
= 2PQ(B2(t) ·~. X2 ~ X1 ~ B1(t)) 
f,B1(t)1Bi(t) = 2EQ.( · ,,P(z)'lj;(z)dzdz I(B1(t);::: B2(t))) B:i{t) E . · 
f,
Bi(t) 




= (1/2)EQ(( <f>t(z)dz)2). 
B:i(t) 
This is a smooth function of (t, B1(t), B2(t)) and may be expanded by Ito's 
formula. This leads, after some calculation, to 
= EQ.(l (1/2)</i~(B1(•)) + (1/2)</i~(B2(s))ds) 
= ll p,(z)</i~(z)dzds 
= 2 fo' /P,fo(z),P,(z)<P:(z)dz ds. 
By replacing .,P(y) by 'lj;(y +a) we see that the same equality still holds if / 0 is 
replaced by /a(z) = I(z ~a). For fas in the lemma but also smooth we have 
2fo' j P,f(" ),P, (z )<P:(" )dz ds 
-2 ( f(a)[j P,f.(z),P,(z)<P:(z)dzdsda 
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= -1: J'(a)Eg_(fa(X1 + B1(t))(l - fa(X2 + B2(t)))I(r ~ t))da 
= -EQ.(1: /'(a)I(X1 + B,(t) :5 a:<;; X2 + B2(t), r :<;; t)da) 
Eg_((f(X1 + B1(t)) - f(X2 + B2(t)))I(r ~ t,X2 + B2(t) ~ X1 + B1(t))). 
The same equality must then also hold without the smoothness assumption on 
f. Then 
IEg_(f(X1 + B1(t))(l - f(X2 + B2(t)))I(r ~ t)) 
-2 lf P,f(z)</>,(z)</>~(z)dzdsl 
< Eg_(f(X2 + B2(t))(l- f(X1 + B1(t)))I(r ~ t, X2 + B2(t) ~ X1 + B1(t))) 
+Eg_(f(X1 + B1(t))(l-/(X2 + B2(t))I(r ·~ t, X2 + B2(t) ~ X1 + B1(t))) 
~ 2Eg_(f(X1 + B1(t))(l ~ f(X2 + B2(t)))I(X2 + B2(t) ~ X1 + B1(t))) 
~ 2 j j Pt'l/J(z)Pt'l/J(y)f(z)(l - f(y))I(y ~ z)dydz (50) 
Combining ( 49) and (50) completes the proof of lemma 6.4. • 
We can now finish the proof of lemma 6.3. Let :Ft= u(u., : s ~ t). 
E((l j q,;(z)nun,,(nz)(l - Un•,(nz))dz ds 
-2</>a(z )</>~(z )un26 (nz )dz ds) 2 ) 
= 2E L (! n<J>;(z)u,.,,(nz)(l - u,..,(nz)) - 2</>,(z)</>~(z)u,..,(nz)dz) 
([ j n</>~(Y)Un•,(ny)(l - U,.•,(ny)) - 2</>,(y)</>~(y)u,.•,(ny)dy dr) ds 
< 2E l Z,E(([ j n</>~(y)u,.•,(ny)(l - Un•,(ny)) 
-2</>r(Y)</>~ (y)un2r(ny)dy drl:Fn2 6 )ds (51) 
where 0 ~ Z., ~ C(</>)(1 + J Un2 5(z)(l-: Un25(z))dz) is square integrable by 
lerrima 3.2. We use the Markov property and lemma 6.4 to bound the conditional 
expectation in (51) by (noting that the compact support property implies that 
the.hypotheses of this lemma are satisfied) 
2 j j Pt-a7/l(z)Pt-a7/l(y)un2 6 (nz)(l-un2 6 (ny))I(y ~ z)dzdy+e(n,t-s). (52) 
Note that both terms in (52) are bounded. Substituting the bound (52) into 
(51) will produce a term that vanishes as n --. oo provided that the terms in 
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(52) converge to zero in probability as n ~ oo. This is immediate for e(n, t - s) 
by lemma 6.4. For the first term in (52) we have 
E(J J Pt-1'tfi(z)Pt-i'tfi(y)un21(nz)(l - Un21(ny))I(y ~ z)dz dyds) 
J J Pt-1'tfi(x)Pt-a'tfi(y)I(y ~ z) 
EQ.(f(nz + B1{n2 s))(l - f(ny + B2{n2s)))e-L:~:-"'>(Bi-B:z)/ 2 )dz dy 
J J Pt-1'tfi(z)Pt-11/J(y)I(y ~· z) 
EQ.(f(n)(z + B1{s)){l - j<n)(y + B2 (s)))e-nL~-"'(Bi-B:z)/ 2,)dz dy 
< J J Pt-1'1/J(z)Pt-1'tfi(y)I(y ~ z). 
E{l{z + B1(s) ~ O, y + B2(s) ~ O)e-nL~-"'(Bi-B:z)l2)dz dy 
+ J J Pt-1'tfi(z)Pt-1'1/J(y)I(y ~ z) 
{P(lz + B1{s)I E [O, IR{f)l/n]) +P(IY + B2(s)I E [O, IL{f)l/n]))dz dy; 
Note that e-nL~-"'{Bi-B:z)/2 ~ 0 on the set {y ~ z, z+B1(s) ~ O, y+B2(s) ~ O} 
and both integrals• on the right hand side converge to zero by the dominated 
convergence theorem. This finishes the proof of lemma 6.3. • 
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7 Multiple wavefronts 
In this section we fix fi, i = 1, ... , 21 with -oo < L(fi) < R(fi) < oo and also 
ai, ... , il2z E R. We consider the initial conditions 
2Z 
F'(z) = :L)-l)i fi(z - nlli)· 
i=l 
Theorem 7.1 Let Un be a solution to {1} started at r. Set vf(z) = U~:it(nz). 
Then v~ ( z )dz converge in distribution as n -+ oo as continuous M valued pro-
cesses. The limit has the law of 
2Z 
v~(z).dz = 2::(-l)iI(z ~ Xi(t))dz (53) 
i=l 
where (Xi, ... , X2z) is a system of annihilating Brownian motions· started at 
(a1, ... , a2z) and where we have the convention that Xi(t) = -oo for values oft 
after the annihilation of particle i. 
We have been unable to follow the method of proof used in Theorem 6.2 since we 
cannot find a suitably simple martingale problem for the system of annihilating 
Brownian motions. Instead we use the following argument: the 21 wavefronts 
move independently until they begin to overlap. For large n the positions of the 
wavefronts move approximately as Brownian motions so with large probabilty 
the first collision will be between exactly two wavefronts and the others will still 
be seperated by a distance O(n). By lemma5.2 the colliding wavefronts will have 
total width O(n1-C1/ 5oo)). By lemma 7.2 below these two colliding wavefronts 
will die in time O(n2-C1/ 250>) which is too quick for the other wavefronts to have 
interfered or for another collision to have occured. After the first annihilation 
we are left with 21 - 2 wavefronts and the argument can be repeated. 
Lemma 7.2 
lim limsup sup P((uem:i, 1) > 0) = 0. 
8-+oo m-+oo J~l(O,m) 
Proof. Let 7/Ja.(z) = ((a - z) A 1)+· Take independent solutions u1, ur to (1), 
driven by independent white noises W 1, -wr and with initial conditions u& = 
7/Jo, u0 = 7/J1. Define for m ~ 1 
rn = inf(t ~ 0: Rt(u1) ~ Lt(ur) + m). 
Using the method of proposition 2.2 we may,construct a further solution u,m to 
(1) with respect to another independent white noise W but with initial condition 
uQ'(z) = u;.-(z - m) - u~-(z). Define 
u~(z) = (u~(z - m) - u~(z))I(t ~ rn) + u~T-(z)I(t > rn). 
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Note that urJ1'(z) = 'l/J1(z - m) - .,P0 (z) ~ I(z E (0, m)). Then for nice </> 
(u~, </>) - (u~, </>) 
ftAT.,,. (u:(· - m) - u~, (1/2)Ll<f>)ds+ t (u~-T.,,., (1/2)Ll<f>)ds 
lo lt/\T.,,. 
t/\T.,,. J 
+ 1 lu~(z - m)(l - u:(z - m))l 112<f>(z)dW;,:c-m 
t/\T.,,. J -1 lu~(z)(l - u~(z))l 1/ 2 </>(z)dW:,:c 
+ r J lu~(z)(l - u~(z))l 1/ 2 </>(z)dW;:1:c 
lt/\T.,,. 
= 1\u';', (1/2)!>.,P)ds+[ J lu,m(z)(l - u;"(z))j 112q,(z)dW,,. 
provided we define a martingale measure W by (for bounded measurable ,,P) 
W,(,P) = J.'•T- J ,P(z)I(u'(z - m) < l)dW;,,_m 
-l•T- j ,P(z)I(u'(z - m) = l)dw;,. 
+ r J.,P(z)dW;:1:c· 
lt/\T.,,. 
To check that um is a solution to (1) we need to check that Wis a white noise .. 
But this is true if [W(,,P)]t = J~(.,P2 , l)ds (see [11]) and this follows immediately 
from the independence of wr' wl l wm. 
We sketch the remaining argument in words. Since the two wavefronts move 
independently and their positions move approximately as Brownian motions, 
the collision time should occur in time O(m2 ). At the collision time the com-
bined width of the two wavefronts should by lemma 5.2 be O(m1-(1/ 500>). The 
argument can then be repeated a finite number of times until the wavefront is of 
size O(m1150). Then proposition 5.1 a) ensures that that with high probability 
it dies in a further time O(m2). . 
Let v~'l(z) = l-u!n2t(mz), v~'r(z) = U~2t(m(z-l)). Then from theorem 
6.2 for </> E. Cc 
(54) 
where (B1 , B2) is a two"'."dimensional Brownian motion started at (0, 1). Us-
ing the fact that lv~'l(z)I V lv~'r(z)I ~ 1 we may extend (54) to continuous 
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integrable q,. Fix continuous <Po > 0 with J <Po = 1. Then 
limsupP(T"1 > 8m2) 
We also have 
m-+oo 




<Po(x)dx + J_B:i(t) <Po(z)dx ~· 1, Vt~ 8) 
B1(t) -oo 
Po,1(B2(t) ~ B1(t), Vt~ 8) 
(29)-l/:I 
= J_ P1(z)dz 
-(29)-1/:I 
< ( 7r8)-1/2. 
P(T11 ~ 8m2' RT ..... (tl(· - m)) - LT-(u') ~ 2(8m2)(1/2)-(1/1000)) 
< P(Rt( u') - Lt( u') ~ (8m2)(1/2)-(1/1000), 3t ~ 8m2) , . 
+P(Rt(ur) - Lt(ur) ~ (8m2)(1/2)-(1/1000), 3t ~ 8m2) 
< C(8m2)....:1/2000 
by lemma 5.2. So using the comparison of solutions in proposition 2.2 we have 
limsup sup Q'(Rt(w) - Lt(l - w) ~ 2(8m2)<1/2)-(l/looo), Vt~ 8m2) 
m-+oo j:J~l(O,m) 
~ ( 7r8)-1/2. (55) 
N d fi 0 8 2 (1/2)-(1/1000) D fi ow e ne mo= m,to = ,tn = mn_ 1,mn = 2tn . · e ne TD= 
inf(t: (wt, 1) = 0), To= 0 and Tn = inf(t ~ Tn-1 : Rt(w) - Lt(l:..... w) ~ mn). 
Fix f ~ I(O, m). From (55) and the strong Markov property we have for fixed 
n and sufficiently large m 
Q1(Tn - Tn-1 ~ tnlTn-1 < oo) ~ 2(7r9)-112. 
So for sufficiently large m 
Qf ( T3000 ~ t1 + · · • t3000) ~ 6000( 7r9)-l/2. 
We now consider(}~ 1 so that m3000 ~ (28)3000m1150. From lemma 5.1 a) we 
have 
Q1 (TD - T3ooo ~ (29)300000m2IT3000 < oo) ~ C(29)"""'3000m-1150. 
So for all sufficiently large m 
Qf (TD ~ (3000(28)3000 + (28)300000)m2) 
< Q1 (TD ~ t1 + ... taooo + (28)300000m2) 
< 6001( 7r8)~ 1/ 2 
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completing the proof. • 
Proof of theorem· 7 .1. 
Given Eo > O, T < oo, m ~ 1, </>1, ... </>m E Cc with ll</>illoo ~ 1 we shall 
show, for sufficiently large n, there exists a solution 'U to ( 1) started at r and a 
process v 00 arising from annihilating Brownian motions (X1,_ ... , X2z) as in (53) 
such that 
P(supl(v~ 1 </>;)-(vf°,</>;)I ~ Eo,3j = 1, ... ,m) < Eo (56) 
t~T 
P(IXi - a.ti~ Eo, 3i = 1, ... , 2l) ~ Eo. (57) 
This implies the desired convergence in distributions. 
Given E > O, for sufficiently large n we may, by' Theorem 6.2, find a probabil-
ity space with the following variables: independent solutions ( u,k : k = 1, ... , 2l) 
to (1), started at fk, driven by independent white noises Wk and Brownian 
motions Bk such that, if we set v:•n(z) = il~::it(nz), then P(Ac) ~ E where 
Ac= {sup ln- 1 R(u~::it)-Bfl V ln- 1 L(il~::it)-Bfl ~ E, 3/c = 1, ... ,2/c}. (58) 
t~T . 
We fix such an n and solutions (uk : k = 1, ... , 21) (suppressing the dependence 
on n). Define 
u:(z) = uf (z - nak), Bf = Bf + nat fori = 1, ... , 21. 
We now construct our solution u to (1) started at r by using the processes 
(uk : k = 1, ... , 2l) as the basic ingredients. We seem to need a fair amount of 
notation alas. We shall define stopping times Ti, ... , Ti that mark the times of 
successive collisions and subsets (1, ... , 21) = So :J S1 :J ... ::J Si = 0. that list 
the labels of the remaining wavefronts after each collision. Sk will have 2l - 2k 
elements that we list in increasing order as s( k, 1) < ... < s( k, 2l - 2/c). Define 
To = To = 0 and for k = 1, ... , 21 
Tk,i inf(t ~ Tk-l : Rt(u'Ck-l,i)) = Lt(u'CA:-l,Hl))) for i ~· 1sA:-1I - 1 
Tk inf(Tk,i : i = 1, ... , 2l - 2k + 1) 
Jk = inf(i: TA:= Tk,i) 
a(k) s(k - 1, Jk) 
b(k) = s(k-1,Jk+l) 
sk = sk-1 - {a(k), b(k)}. 
When a collision occurs we shall use a new independent solution of(l) to follow 
the annihilation of the two colliding wavefronts. For k = 1, ... , l let wk be 
solutions to (1) driven by an independent white noises wk and with initial 
conditions 
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Let w:_T,. = wf fort ~ Tk and let w0 = 0. Fixing e E (0, 1] we plan that 
the colliding pairs of wave fronts die out in time n 2 e. So we define a process Ut 
taking the values 
{ 
EI!;°12k(-1) 1 (k,j)u;<k,~) + wf on [Tk, (Tk.+ n2e) /\ Tk+1 ) fork~ l 
E;~-12k(-1) 1 (k,j)u:<1c,,) on [(Tk + n2 e) /\ Tk+1, Tk+ 1 ), k ~ l - 1 
0 on [Tl+ n 2e, oo ). 
u will be the desired solution on the set where nothing goes wrong. We shall 
modify the definition whenever the annihilating pairs of wavefronts live too 
long, collide with another wavefront or when another collision occurs during 
their annihilation. Define 
Sf = inf(t ~ Tk : R(wf) ~ L(u;(k-l,i,.+2)) or L(l - wf) ~ R(u:(k-l,J,.-l))) 
s~ inf(t: (wf' 1) = 0) 
S· inf(s: /\ TH1 : Sf /\ TH1 < Tk + n 26) 
/\ inf(Tk + n 2e: Tk + n 2e < S~). 
(We need to define R(u:(k-l,-l))= -oo, Lt(u:(k-l,2l.- 2k+3)) = oo to ensure Sf 
is well defined). 
The ·stopping time S is . the first time something goes wrong. Let ii. be a 
solution to (1) driven by yet another independent white noise W and with 
starting condition uo = us. Then we define 
Ut = U.tl(t < S) + ilt-sl(t ~ S). 
It is possible to check (using the same argument as in lemma 7.2) that u is a 
solution to (1) started at r. 
Let (Xf : k = 1, ... , 2l) be the system of annihilating Brownian motions 
induced by (Bk : k = 1, ... , 2l) and let v00 be the induced measure valued 
process by the recipe (53). Also let vf(z) = Un:;it(nz). We shall now check that 
(56) is satisfied which will finish the proof. 
We define various good sets: 
B1 = {R(u{) - L(u{) ~ 14(n2 T)C 1/~)-(l/iooo), Vt~ n2T,j = 1, ... , 2l} 
B2 {(wT,.+nle, 1) = O, Vk = 1, ... , l} 
B3 { sup (R(wf)- R(w;,.)) V (L(l - w;,.) - L(l - wf)) 
tE(T,.,T,.+nle] 
~ ne113 , Vk = 1, ... ,l} 
B Bl UB2 UB3 
~,j inf(t ~ 0: B{ - B; ~ 2e) 
g.,; inf(t ~ 0 : B{ - B; ~ -2e) 
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C1 {[si•i, §i.i + n 2€] are disjoint intervals for i < j} 
C2 = {!Bf - B! Iv !Bf - B~ I > €l/3 + 2€, 
Vk i= i,j, Vs, t E [si.i, §i.i + €], Vi,j: 1 ~ i < j ~ l} 
Ca {IBi-__ B{ I ~ €1/ 3 , Vt E [si.i, §i.i + €], Vi, j: 1 ~ i < j ~ l} 
C C1 UC2UC3. 
To prove (56) it is enough to prove the following two claims. 
Claim I: On the set An B n C we have l(vr, </>) - (vf°, </>)I$ C€1/ 3 fort$ T 
and.</> E (</>1 1 ••• , </>m)· . 
Claim II: limE-+0 limsupn-+oo P(A n B n C) = 0. 
We shall assume that n is chosen large enough so that 
for all suitable. k. Thus at time zero the wavefronts are seperated and in the 
correct order and on A the Brownian motions also start in the correct order. 
'rhen on A we have n2~,; E [Si•i, §id]. So on AnC1 we may match the.sequence 
of collisions T 1, ... , Tl exactly with the sucessive collisions in the annihlating 
Brownian motions. In particular the k'th 'annihilation is between the Brownian 
. particles Ba(lc), Bb(lc) and occurs during the interval (sa(lc),b(lc), sa(lc),b(lc)]. 
We now check claim I. On A n C1 we have Tlc+1 > n 2 sa(lc),b(lc) + n 2e > 
Tlc + n 2€. On An C2 n B3 we have fort E [Tic I Tic+ n2~, t $ T -
n-1 R(w:) < n-1 R(w~,.) + €1/3 
= -1 R( b(lc)) + 1/a n uT,. € 
~ Bb(lc) + €1/3 + € n-lTll 
< B"(lc-1,1
11+2) 
n-lt - € 
< n-1 L( u:(1c-1,J,.+2)) 
and similarly L(l - wf) > R(u;(lc-l,J,.-l)). On B2 we have inf(Tlc + n 2€ : 
Tic+ n 2 € < S~) = oo. This paragraph has then checked that on An B n C we 
have S = oo and the solution u agrees with the process u constructed from the 
independent parts ( ui : j = 1, ... , 21). 
We work now on the set A n B n C. Fix </> with ll</>11 00 $ 1. For t E 
(sa(lc),b(lc) +€I sa(lc+l),b(lc+l)], le= 0
1 
•,,I l - 1 We have 
(v~, </>) = (unlt(n·), </>) 
= (ii.nlt(n·),</>) 
2l-21c 




= L (-l)'(k,j)(u.~\~·~\n·), </>(· + na,(k,i))). 
j=l 
Also for such t 
2l-2A: 
( vf'' </>) = L (-1 )"(k,j)(I( :z: ~ n:(k,j)), </>(. + naa(k,j))). 
j=l 
So l(vf ,</>)-(vf,</>)I ~ 2lf by (58). 
For t E [Sa(A:),b(A:), sa(k),b(k) + E], k = O, ... , l there are two possible extra 
errors: 
n-1l(wf, </>)I < n- 1(R(wf) - L(l - wf)) 
< 2€113 + n- 1 (R(w~,.) - L(l - w~,.)) 
2.€1/ 3 + n- 1 (R(u~:)) - L(u~C:))) 
~ 2€1/ 3 + 2€ + (B!~}T" - B:<!JT,.) 
< 3€1/3 + 2€ 
(using the definition of Ca) and 
This proves the first claim. 
By lemma 5.2 P(Bl.) ~ Cl(n2T)-1l 2000. By lemma 7.2 
P(B~ n B1) 
~ 21 sup( Qf (( Wn:11:11) > 0) : R(f) ,_ L(l - f) ~ 28(n2T)(1/2)-(1/1000)) ~ € 
for sufficiently large n. We have 
which, by proposition 4.2, is bounded by f for sufficiently large n. 
Finally p(E,y1 1 ••• ,y21) := P(CclB6 = yi, ... ,B81 = Y21) is independent 
of n and (by elementary properties fo Brownian motions) converge~ to zero 
as € --+ 0 uniformly on (y : I Yi - ~I ~ 6) for small 6. But on A, we have 
IB~ - ~I ~ 2€ + (R(fi) - L(f;.))/n (which also implies (57)). We have shown 
that 
lim lim supP(Bc) = lim lim supP(A n cc)= 0. 
1:-0 n-oo 1:-0 n-oo 
Combining this with (58) proves claim II. • 
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